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I

n the spring of 1945 the final battles of the Second World War were
being fought out in Europe. As one city after another fell into Allied
hands, Germany was in turmoil. The country was awash with displaced
people; tens of thousands of evacuees were trying to escape the
encircling frontlines, the bombed-out were desperately searching for
food and shelter, conscripted foreign labourers of many nationalities
were attempting to get home, and freed Allied prisoners of war were
waiting to be repatriated.
To help consolidate the situation and bring stability to this chaos, the
Psychological Warfare Division (PWD) of Eisenhower’s Supreme
Headquarters published a newspaper aimed specifically for displaced
persons in Germany. It was simply titled S.H.A.E.F. – Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary
Force. Intended as a “purely temporary
expedient”, it contained official
instructions from Allied command, as
well as giving the latest war news. It was
initially published daily and ran to four
pages. Each page was in a different
language, the front page in German, the
inside pages in Polish and French, and
the back in English. The pages were not
exact translations of each other, the text
was adjusted to make it more relevant to
the particular language group.
The newspaper was printed in England
by the Luton based Home Counties
Newspapers. They were well-versed in
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Amongst the rubble of Hamburg, German men read the VE-Day edition of the
SHAEF newspaper.
Imperial War Museum Photo (BU6053)

the wartime production of an aerial dropped leaflet newspaper, as
every day for the last 18 months they had printed Delmer’s
Nachrichten für die Truppe. Once printed, folded, and guillotined to a
size of 21 x 33 cm, S.H.A.E.F. was packed into leaflet bombs ready for
its distribution over recently captured areas of the Nazi’s Reich. The
bombs, however, were not fused and did not discharge their contents
mid-air. Instead they floated gently to earth by an attached parachute.
Once on the ground the bombs were opened so the newspaper could by
disseminated hand to hand by the Allied military authorities.
Accordingly each copy was marked “Parachute Edition”.
S.H.A.E.F. was conceived at the beginning of April 1945. The German
page only of a first test copy was printed on 4 April. A complete fourpage/four-language test followed on 6 April with the headline, “Two
Armies are across the Weser River”. It also gave instructions to
civilians trapped in the Ruhr. Both test copies were subtitled in
German “DAS OFFIZIELLE ORGAN DES ALLIERTEN
OBERKOMMANDOS” – “The Official Organ of Allied High
Command”. Note the misspelling of “Allierten” instead of
“Alliierten”.
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...the women too receive news of the German surrender courtesy of the
Psychological Warfare Division.
Imperial War Museum Photo (BU6054)

Four days later S.HA.E.F. officially went into production. Over half a
million copies of issue number 1 were printed and parachute dropped
across Germany from 10 April to 16 April. The subtitle now read,
“DAS
TÄGLICHE
ORGAN
DES
ALLIIERTEN
OBERKOMMANDOS” and on the English page, “THE DAILY
ORGAN OF SUPREME HEADQUARTERS”. It announced that the
city of Bremen had been shelled, Hanover had been by-passed and
Konigsberg captured, tanks were only twenty miles from Brunswick,
and that the Soviets were fighting in the heart of Vienna; very
demoralising for German civilians but exhilarating news for forceconscripted foreign workers and Allied prisoners of war.
The S.H.A.E.F. newspaper series were assigned the code letters “VG”.
The code VG.1 had previously been given to a consolidation
instruction leaflet, titled “Anweisungen” which was not disseminated.
As a result S.H.A.E.F. issue number 1 was coded as VG.1A but this was
not printed on the actual leaflet.1
1 Only issues VG.2 to VG.22 actually had their codes printed on them. It is not

known why this practice ceased from issue VG.23.
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S.H.A.E.F. first test copy, 4 April 1945. Only the German page was printed.
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The next day issue 2, (VG.2), came off the Home Counties’ presses
declaring that the Ninth US Army had taken Hanover. Every day
thereafter saw the production of a new edition and an increase in
dissemination. Later the London printing firm Sun Engraving also
helped Home Counties with the newspapers production. The 2 May
issue, (VG.21), is noteworthy as it announces the death of Hitler, then
just six days later the monumental news that the war in Europe is over.
The main headline of VG.25 simply reads “PEACE”.
The war might have ended on 8 May but more than ever S.H.A.E.F.
was needed to issue instructions and supply news, its almost daily
circulation continued. Dissemination reached its peak when over two
million copies of the 10 May edition were dropped.
According to “A Complete Index of Allied Airborne Leaflets and
Magazines 1939-1945” the series ended at issue number 27 but
actually would continue for another two months.
The 26 May issue, (VG. 36), announces that the former head of the
infamous SS, Heinrich Himmler had committed suicide whilst in
British custody. From this issue onwards the German page was
replaced with a French one, with Polish and Russian on the insides,
and English on the back page. Also the dissemination became less
regular and subsequently from VG.38 was referred to as “The Biweekly organ of Supreme Headquarters”.
Due to a numbering error two different editions of VG.40 were printed,
one in the regular format on 5 June and then another dated 12 June, still
four pages long but at the size of a regular tabloid newspaper.
The very last parachute edition of S.H.A.E.F. was headlined “Britain,
U.S. recognize Warsaw Government” and was printed by Home
Counties on 10 July.
A full list of S.H.A.E.F. follows detailing the first and last
dissemination dates and the total number printed and dropped. The
PWD dissemination logs stop at VG.36 and I could not track down any
examples of VG.41, 42, and 43, so if any members can fill in any of the
blanks please contact the editor.
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S.H.A.E.F. second test copy, 6 April 1945, German page.
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S.H.A.E.F. second test copy, 6 April 1945, English page.
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